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his prospectus describes the broad principles on which 

TDestiny Christian Academy is presently run. Although 
believed to be correct at the time of printing cer tain 

statements may become out of date from time to time. Parents 
wishing to place specific reliance on a statement in the prospectus 
should seek written confirmation of that statement from the Admin 
before accepting an offer of a place. The prospectus is not part of 
any agreement between the parents and Destiny Christian Academy 



D
estiny Christian Academy is a faith-based school established by 
Dunamis International Gospel Centre in 2014, under the 
leadership of Dr. Pastor Paul & Dr. (Mrs.) Becky Enenche.

The school is a product of great passion ignited in the minds of Dr. Pastor 
Paul & Dr. (Mrs.) Becky Enenche for quality education, and a vision to 
establish a legacy in the education sector in Nigeria as a whole. 

The take off was triggered by numerous factors especially with the shortfall 
in the standards and quality of education in Nigeria. One major account 
responsible for the take off was when the Director of the school, Dr. (Mrs) 
Becky Enenche became very dissatisfied with the level of examination 
malpractice and social vices that was prevalent in most of Nigerian 
colleges both government and private. 

This dissatisfaction led to the desperate desire to institute a change in 
the educational sector starting with this one school as it were and 
spreading its tentacles and practices to engulf the entire nation. 

This all-encompassing passion is geared towards the restoration of 
dignity, values, morals, academic excellence and the fear of God in 
the educational system, where both teachers and students can 
strive at achieving excellence generally without compromise or 
corruption as the case may be. 

As a mission school, it has the mandate to raise Godly Children that 
are not only intellectually sound but also spiritually buoyant to 
withstand the numerous social vices prevalent in our society today.  
Training the spirit, soul and body in an environment conducive for 
learning will bring out their full potentials and possibilities to life’s 
pursuits.

The Destiny Christian Academy runs an integration of the 
Nigerian curriculum and the internally formulated Christian 
curriculum with very positive and encouraging results to show for it. 
The school commenced the full secondary school development plan 
in September 2014. Without a doubt, Destiny Christian Academy 
is meeting the hope of many parents and guardians for their 
children and will continue to be the light to generations of talented 
and gifted children in years ahead.

A Brief History  

About The School
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Dr. Pst. Paul & Dr. (Mrs.) Becky Enenche
(TRAINED MEDICAL DOCTORS) 
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estiny Christian Academy is a distinctive faith based school, possessing a remarkable 

Dand outstanding quality. Our parents and guidance have commended on this, and we 
believe this is true because of our founding vision and mission that we continue to 

strengthen by the application of the same principles that birth the Dunamis International 
Gospel Centre Worldwide. 

The values that lie at the heart of the school are the emphasis on academic rigour, integrity, 
trust, fear of God and responsibility towards leadership and excellence. 

The foundation of this prestigious Christian school is the vision and product of passion of Dr. 
Pastor Paul (MBBS) & Dr. Mrs. Becky Enenche (MBBS) for the reality of a faith based school 
with an enduring legacy in the sphere of education globally. 

Welcome to Destiny Christian Academy, we are ready with the help of God to shape your 
child’s destiny and future.      
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VISION STATEMENT
 

To Train a child Spirit, 
Soul and Body in 

Preparation for Life 
and Godliness

MISSION STATEMENT  

Raising Children by a 
combination of Faith 

Principles and Education
to produce the Most 

Remarkable People on 
Earth

SCHOOL ANTHEM/PRAYER

Hail, Destiny Christian Academy
A place of learning and moral soundness
We train the spirit, soul and the body
To prepare one for life and godliness

Destiny Christian Academy (2X)
We are the light of the world
Salt of the earth
Destiny Christian Academy

We are for excellence, integrity
Raising people by faith principles
With education, spirituality
We’ll be the most remarkable on earth

God be with students staff and management
Grant us wisdom for making exploits
A city on a hill that cannot be hid
Is what we are and will forever be.
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OUR EDUCATIONAL OUR EDUCATIONAL OUR EDUCATIONAL 
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Philosophy

Via close pastoral and academic supervision, support 

by  carefully schemed procedures, we ensure that our class size 

remain adequate and compact enough to enhance individualize attention.  

At the same time we are vast enough to accommodate diverse 

interests, learning behaviours and culture. In our chapel services 

(Destiny Students & Staff fellowship), we make it clear and encourage 

that during each school year, every single voice within the school is 

given an equal opportunity to be heard.  

 Every child is given a chance to succeed as an individual both 

spirituality and academically. 

The Legacy…

CHARACTER
TRANSFORMATION

SPIRITUAL
REVOLUTION

DESTINY AND
POTENTIALS

REALIZATION

GENERATIONAL
IMPARTATION

QUALITY
EDUCATION

“The best of life answers to the best of man” Dr. Pastor Paul Enenche (MBBS) 
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ur achievements span through a wide range of 

Oacademic excellence both in internal and external 
academic outings. Our expectations are high with an 

impressive academic result. We turn special need learners into 
stars. 

Our class sizes are standard, tted with modern learning aids 
and facilities to encourage effective teaching and positive 
learning outcome. Your child or ward is provided with 
necessary stimulation and conducive learning environment for 
the student to experience personal fullment and achievement.    

We partner with our parents to provide the necessary 
encouragement and support, be it tactful or explicit. We are 
passionate and care about each child and so we admire the 
growth of every student and take pride in being part of his or 
her development and success. 

Our Academic 
Achievements  
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e run an inclusive educational Wsystem and our programmes are 
challenging and divers to meet 

global education standards. Our students are 
given maximum support by our carefully selected 
and innovative teaching staff, experienced in 
their various elds of discipline. We groom our 
students and prepare them for greater 
independence of thought and action. 
        
Learning essentially is a journey of discovery 
and we seek to instill in our boys and girls the 
persistence and enduring sense of curiosity to 
learn via personal endeavor.    

LEARNING 

THROUGH 

Discovery… 
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W
e believe that every child can be a STAR and can 
achieve his or her full learning potentials.  It is 
therefore our aim that our students are happy through 
learning as we try to groom independent and ambitious 

students who enjoy learning in a conducive environment like ours.   

With our relentless support and assistance, our students are able 
to set their own targets or goals, press towards them and hit at 
close range to become the STAR with an outstanding success story 
to share.  

While we take cognizance of students that require special 
attention, we believe that not everyone can be at the TOP of the 
class, so we encourage pursuit of high academic achievements for 

all.     

At Destiny Christian Academy, we create a conducive 
atmosphere to breed and make STARS. Our students fast 
become the person they do not yet realize they are going to 
be, allowing them freely take the next journey of their life. 

Our role and commitment is to help them achieve their 
goals by enabling them to see challenges ahead and be able 
to surmount them. 

THE MAKING 

OF Stars 
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Ÿ A community of togetherness 

A place where individuality is accepted & expected

A Place where lives are enriched with a broad spectrum 

of facilities 

A world of academic excellence

A place that leaves a memorable journey of learning 

through discovery

A common ground where  meet beyond the STARS SKY

A place for spiritual awakening and 

Character formation.

A conducive  learning environment 

with state of the art facilities

WHY CHOOSE 

Destiny Christian Academy 
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Ÿ A community of togetherness 

A place where individuality is accepted & expected

A Place where lives are enriched with a broad spectrum 

of facilities 

A world of academic excellence

A place that leaves a memorable journey of learning 

through discovery

A common ground where  meet beyond the STARS SKY

A place for spiritual awakening and 

Character formation.

A conducive  learning environment 

with a state of the arts facilities
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SCHOOL SECTIONS  
The school is sectioned into day and boarding to 
carter for the needs of our student and parents 
that may desire to join either of the options 
depending on availability of space per time. 

DAY SCHOOL
he day school is the regular 

Tschool system where the 

child reports to school from 

home and returns home at the 

close of school. 

The day school runs from 7:45am 

prompt to 3:00pm from Monday to 

Friday, exception of days where 

activities are slated. Such days are 

usually communicated to parents 

via our school portal or newsletters 

from time to time. 

Leaving no stone unturned, we 

work in synergy with out day 

parents to achieve the best of their 

child or ward academic and 

spiritual goals or tax, making sure 

that the rudiments acquired from 

school is sustained and vis-à-vis.  
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he school operates a boarding 

Thouse where students are 
kept in the dormitory within 

the school premises under a fenced 
perimeter. The boarding house is 
located in a serene environment, 
close to the learning centers for easy 
access to all facilities within the 
school. 

A shared standard room of 5-7 
students with a single bed carved 
into a personal convenience or 
corner for comfort and privacy. 
Students in the boarding house are 
well catered for with adequate 
attention and support. 

A well-scheduled timetable is made 
to guide their  da i ly  events, 
commencing each day with a sense 
of achievement and ending with the 
joy of great fulfillment. 

A standard five times daily meal 
schedule is offered to our boarding 
students in a serene, well equipped 
and comfortable dining hall. We take 
into cognizance the need for a 
balanced and healthy diet and so we 
engage  qua l i fied  che f s  and 

BOARDING SCHOOL 
nutritionists for food handling and 
preparations. 

Preparatory classes are organized 
twice daily to reinforce learning and 
keep them constantly abreast with 
t h e i r  a c a d e m i c  w o r k  f o r  a 
meaningful academic outcome and 
favourable competition with their 
day counterparts. 

While the need for relaxation cannot 
be ruled out, we create a community 
to develop skills via participation in 
d i ff e r e n t  g a m e s ,  c r e a t e 
opportunities for skil ls to be 
development through participation 
in var ious ski l l  development 
activities. 

A common ground for interaction is 
encouraged for assimilation and 
cross-pollination of ideas for life 
development and interpersonal 
relation.  

Boarding time is known to very busy 
but we always mark time for each 
other. The beautiful experiences of 
our students within the boarding 
house can only be experienced.
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ports and events are integral part of a child’s life aiding growth Sand development. We provide a common ground for exploration 
through sports and events. Our students are encouraged to 

participate in different sporting events giving opportunities to explore 
and identify their giftings and develop their talents in various areas of 
interest. 

Creativity and leadership is encouraged and it is great to have the 
opportunity to be in a competitive team. While we look forward to 
developing skills and condence via games and diverse events, we 
anticipate that our students should be able to compete favorably with 
their counterparts within and outside the school and the shores of our 
country. 

SPORTS
EVENTS  RECREATION&
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y experiences in Destiny 

MChristian Academy have 
been very wonderful and 

exciting. This is because of the 
support and values that I have 
learnt over time and the curricular 
and extra-curricular activates I 
have been engaged in have been of 
great  advantage to me. My 
wonderful teachers make learning 
fun and interesting.

Eniola Kay-Olawale
JSS 3D (Day Student) 

Testimonies 
FROM OUR STUDENTS AND A HAPPY PARENT 

 was one of the students so Ia d a m a n t  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e 
commencement of the boarding 

school. The boarding school was 
responsible for a major drastic 
change in my life. It was a totally 
new experience for me in a different 
terrain, though I adapted easily. The 
boarding school taught me how to 
be independent and live without my 
parents. The regimented timing and 
life in the boarding house helped me 
to be more time conscious. 

Paul-Daniel Paul Enenche 
Head boy SS 3  

 am so happy that the boarding Ihouse commenced during my 
time and stay in the school. The 

facilities are second to none. The 
food, spiritual activities, especially 
the devotion (night and morning) has 
built my relationship with God. The 
special and often visits by our 
parents in the Lord, Dr. Pst Paul and 
Dr. Mrs. Becky Enenche are one of 
the things every student look 
forward to. Any parent who enrolls 
his/her child into the school has no 
reason to fear, because parents can 
trust the school to take good care of 
their children

Sani Grace Ugbede –Ojo
Head girl SS 3

y stay in the boarding house 

Mhas been so amazing. I have 
exhibited so may potentials 

that I never knew I had in terms of 
academic, spor ts and inter-
personal relationship with other 
students. My life generally has 
changed in a drastic way, being 
able to do many things myself is 
very fulfilling. But above all, the 
boarding house gave me the 
opportunity to draw closer to God 
like I have never been before and 
also acquire great morals and new 
positive character that my parents 
are so proud of me. 

Audu Omojo Anthony
SS1   

iving in the boarding house has 

Limproved my spiritual life and 
understanding of the word of 

God. The boarding house improved 
my academic performance, there is 
less distraction and I have extensive 
time to read during preps hours. As 
a boarder, I have been disciplined to 
be morally sound and independent, 
keeping to time always. 

Miss Oluwaseyi P.O. Chidiume
SS 1
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y  expe r i ence  i n  Des t i ny 

MChristian Academy so far has 
been a very interesting journey. 

My teachers are loving in various ways, 
so caring, understanding and strict 
when they have to with the best interest 
of the students at heart. I joined the 
school in JSS2 and I did not have any 
difficulty blending and socializing with 
other students. My Journey in Destiny 
Christian Academy has been a very 
interesting one.

Anita UyaiAbasi Udom 
SS2 (Day Student)

he boarding house experience 

Thas been an exciting one filled 
with fun, adventure and many 

good things. I would think of it as a 
privilege to be part of this great 
edifice. The boarding facilities are 
on-point. The hostel rooms are 
well aerated, clean and standard. 
The food is one you will always 
crave for. The preparatory classes 
that holds everyday are excellent. 
We are prepared academically. 
Generally, I would say it is a school 
for everyone.

Praise Nyeomasila 
SS 2

 thank God that he directed my 

Isteps to DCA. The spiritual 
s t a n d a r d  i n  D u n a m i s 

Internat ional  Gospel  Centre 
Worldwide is reflected in what I 
have seen in the school. The 
teachers are happy which in turn 
have positive impact on the 
students. I noticed improvement in 
the academics of my children. The 
standard is very high. My son told 
me that the best thing I could do for 
him is to enroll him into the school 
due to the boarding facilities and 
the standard obtainable in the 
school. I am impressed.

Mr. Matthew Uwem
JSS 2 and SS 1 Parent 

 
FROM A
PARENT 
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